
CONNIE SMITH: PAPERCLAY BIRD COURSE
academy.niada.org/courses/PaperClay-Bird-Wren

Registration opens January 15, 2021;
Course Content becomes available February 1, 2021 

 

                         MASTER SUPPLY LIST: 
(**Note: The course intro on the NIADA Academy site has free preview 

Lessons in it that offer photographs of my tools & set-up, if you need visual references.)

SECTION 1: FOR SCULPTING PAPERCLAY & WIRE PARTS:

• Creative PaperClay
• small cutting board or clay mat
• clear acrylic cylinder/roller
• modeling tools **(see note)
• crochet thread, rubber bands
• sewing needles, straight pins
• PVA, Elmer’s or other craft glue
• brush, pencils, sketch paper

• spray bottle/water
• paper towels, plastic cling film
• sandpaper, fine (#120-220)
• 6mm or smaller hollow-core lead fishing weights/sinkers 
• X-acto knives; standard and swivel
• 24-28 gauge bead wire (aluminum, brass or copper/alloy)
• 2 mm or smaller glass beads + glass seed beads
• small dowels (1/8” or smaller, or round toothpicks) 

**a note on my preferred clay modeling tools: one in particular is especially vital to my clay work. It’s 
a basic boxwood knife; each end is slightly different: one end has a basic tapered knife edge, and the 
other, a symmetrical lozenge-shaped end that is convex on one side and concave (to nearly flat) on 
the other.

 
__________________________________________________________

SECTION 2: FOR PAINTING, WAXING & COLOR-ADJUSTING SCULPTED, DRIED PARTS: 

1. watercolor paints; nice tubes are great; but if you must shop, a cheap pan set will work. The 
watercolor paints go on BEFORE the wax, AFTER the sculpted paperclay parts are dry.

2. For WAXING (after the watercolor paint is dry): a SMALL double-boiler or two pans (one slightly 
larger than the other; dimensions should be approximately 1-quart capacity for the wax pot, and 2-
quart (half-gallon) for the water pot. REMEMBER: you want enough depth to submerge the wares 
in the wax, so if you're wax pot's too big, it's going to take more wax to fill it up. So if you're 
working small, like me, a small wax pot is ideal.

3. approximately 1.5 - 2 lbs (680g-900g)of 100% pure beeswax; my brands of choice are 
Jacquard and Artminds (Available at Michaels Art Supply; use white or yellow, as you 
prefer; the white will eventually yellow with repeated heating. I like the yellow because it 
still smells like honey; the white has simply been bleached; DO NOT USE PARRAFIN or 
CANDLEMAKING WAX; it will discolor over time when subjected to strong light; your 
dolls will develop a greenish cast to them. I know 100% pure beeswax is 4x-5x more 
expensive than other waxes and finishes, but once you've established your dedicated 
wax pot, sealing each project will use only a tiny amount of wax each time, so two 
pounds of it will go a LONG, LONG WAY.)

4. small spoon or spatula
5. large paper clip, bent into an 'S-hook'
6. aluminum foil or aluminum trays or pans
7. access to clean water (not actually shown in photo, but will go in larger, outer pan)
8. access to a heat source (also not shown; gas or electric stove or hot plate with LOW 

temperature settings
9. a multi-pack of oil pastels (like crayons, not chalks; brands such as Cray-Pas, Grumbacher & 

VanGogh  have all served me well over the years.)
10. compressed cosmetic swabs (Swisspers.com)
11. metallic and/or mica powders (optional) 

_____________________________________________________________  

(SECTION 3, CLOTH, continued, next page) 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SECTION 3: FOR CLOTH BODY AND COSTUME PARTS:  

• linen or muslin
• cotton thread
• straight pins for silk
• polyester fiberfil
• hemostats** or tweezers
• scissors/shears
• wire cutters & pliers
• water mister bottle  

• needles: standard, beading, curved, doll-stringing 
• paper for patterns (or printouts from my PDF patterns)
• steam iron and an ironing board or sleeve board
• small buttons (4-10mm diameter) 
• 24-28 gauge bead wire (aluminum, brass or copper/alloy)
• 2 mm or smaller glass beads + glass seed beads
• various lightweight fabrics (solids, micro-prints, batiste, 

crepe/silk, cotton, velvet, ultra-suede, etc.) for costume. 

**a note about hemostats: 
You can probably get anything you need by Googling or searching amazon.com; lots of hospitals 
discard old hemostats (small, scissor-like clamps used for surgery) once they lose their precise 
tension needed for surgery. If you have friends in the medical professions, ask if you can get old tools 
like hemostats. they come in handy for turning small fabric pieces right-side out without fraying the 
seam allowances, and also for stuffing small body parts.

____________________________________________________________________

DOLL-SCALE FABRICS: PATTERN AND DRAPE CONSIDERATIONS:

*spoonflower.com is a print-on-demand service that creates everything from micro-print fat 
quarters for quilt-blocks and doll clothing to large-scale wallpaper and bed linens. I’m given 
to understand (as of this writing) that they’re pretty backed up due to COVID/quarantine and 
its impact on the ‘Maker Movement,’ but it never hurts to browse and bookmark.  
                                                                    [—But pace yourself: It’s easy to get carried away in there…]

When working on this scale, it can be tricky to find just the right scale and weight of fabric. 
Most people get the visual/pattern/scale issue; if you have a floral motif or a plaid whose 
single element (one flower, one square —or even a polka-dot) that’s even HALF the size of 
your figure’s entire face or head, the odds are good that it’s going to look ‘off,’ although 
sometimes you can make it work. But a lot of doll-makers will choose a fabric that is just too 
dense/thick/stiff to drape well on a tiny form (human or otherwise). As a rule for dolls, I look 
for lightweight fabrics that can be stitched easily into tight gathers, that don’t fray too easily 
when small forms are stitched into it and then flipped right-side-out, and that —in general—
are supple. As a rule of thumb, if I can pass a quarter-yard (about the size of a handkerchief) 
of it through my wedding ring without a struggle or a mass of wrinkles that I can’t then iron 
out easily, then it’s a contender for body and costume fabric on a doll under 9” tall.

That being said, I’m not going to police your fabric choices. If you’ve got something you 
desperately want to use (a symbolic memento, etc.) and you’re not sure how to proceed, 
just ask, and we can have a conversation about it. I’m happy to troubleshoot a choice you’re 
waffling over.

So then: GO SHOPPING!! And then review the SYLLABUS SCHEDULE for this class; 
there’s a preparatory step you’ll want to do ahead of our first Private Group Session on FB, 
and have ready. THANK YOU AGAIN FOR ENROLLING IN MY COURSE! Off we go…

—connie smith
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